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From Page One

Workmen Delay Fire Alarms?

From Page One...There were several instances of people who were caught in a fire alarm that was set off by someone who had not heard it because they were in another building or were on another floor. There were also many instances of people who did not hear the alarm because they were in a room where the sound was muffled or because they did not want to go out into the hall to hear it. There were also instances of people who were not able to hear the alarm because they were not able to hear the sound due to hearing loss or because they were asleep.

Egypt Hits Proposed Settlements

From Page One...It is not clear whether the proposed settlement will be accepted by the Egyptian government. It is also not clear what the terms of the settlement will be. It is possible that the agreement will be accepted by the Egyptian government and that the agreement will be signed by both parties. It is also possible that the agreement will not be accepted by the Egyptian government and that the agreement will not be signed by either party.

Prizewords Pot Jumps To $650

Prizewords Judges: For their excellent performance, which indicates a very high level of skill, the judges have decided to increase the jackpot to $650. The judges have also decided that the winner of the puzzle should receive a $25 gift card.

Rules

1. The puzzle is worth $650. The puzzle is closed to entries after
   midnight on the due date.
2. To solve the puzzle, you must fill in the blanks with the letters
   from the alphabet to form words that are related to the theme
   of the puzzle.
3. The theme of the puzzle is "Egypt." You must fill in the blanks
   with words that are related to Egypt.
4. The puzzle is open to entries from anyone who is 18 years old
   or older.
5. The winner of the puzzle will be announced on the due date.
6. The winner will receive a $25 gift card.
7. The judges' decision is final.

The theme of the puzzle is "Egypt." You must fill in the blanks with words that are related to Egypt.
Horizon Conference This Week

The Key Laboratory on Aging is sponsoring a Horizon Conference This Week in the classroom of the University of Oklahoma, College of Medicine. The conference is focused on the issues facing the aging population, with sessions on geriatric medicine, psychosocial aspects of aging, and healthcare services for the elderly. The event aims to provide a platform for researchers, practitioners, and policymakers to discuss the latest findings and strategies for improving the care and quality of life for older adults.

Brown Baggers Outward Bound

A brown-bag lunch event is being held, offering opportunities for networking and professional development. The event features guest speakers and interactive sessions designed to enhance participants' knowledge and skills in their respective fields. Lunch will be provided, and attendees are encouraged to bring their own bags to reduce waste. The event promotes a supportive environment for professionals to connect and learn from each other.

Per-Capita Tobacco Use Nears 1898 Level

In the past, per-capita tobacco use in the state approached the historic levels set in 1898. With the renewed interest in tobacco products, the trend has led to increased health concerns. The recent surge in smoking rates has prompted the need for comprehensive public health strategies to address the epidemic and promote healthier lifestyles.

Acid Rain Summit Planned

A conference is scheduled to address the issue of acid rain, which has become a growing concern due to its far-reaching environmental and health impacts. The summit will feature presentations by experts, policymakers, and affected communities, aiming to foster collaborative solutions and preventive measures.

Southerly Winds Lift Temperature

The recent southerly winds have been boosting temperatures, affecting weather patterns and seasonal changes. These winds have historically driven temperatures upwards, influencing weather conditions and climate trends in the region.

Agents Chase Shelton Leads

A team of agents is currently pursuing Mr. Shelton, a suspect in a high-profile criminal case. The investigation has been ongoing for several months, with the focus on gathering evidence and securing a legal conviction. The case involves complex financial irregularities and has garnered significant attention from law enforcement.

Reagan A Heavy Favorite

Mr. Reagan is currently leading the polls in the upcoming election. His strong showing is attributed to his reputation as a successful administrator and his promise of implementing sweeping changes in governance. The campaign is expected to be intense, with both candidates vying for the support of the electorate.

VOLCANO HAS OFFICIALS ON ALERT

In preparation for potential volcanic activity, officials have heightened alert levels. The situation is being closely monitored to ensure the safety of residents and responders. The area is known for its geothermal features and has experienced historical volcanic events.

3 Ambassadors Turned Loose

Three ambassadors have been released after being detained for alleged misconduct. Their release comes after investigations were conducted, and conclusions were reached regarding the alleged offenses. The diplomatic community has welcomed the decision, signaling a return to normalcy in international relations.

Volcano Has Officials On Alert

Officials are on high alert due to the potential risks associated with volcanic activity. This involves coordinating efforts to mitigate hazards and ensure the safety of the local population. Strategies include evacuation plans, community preparedness, and monitoring of volcanic indicators.

BANKRUPTCY PROMPTS ROBOTS

In response to bankruptcy proceedings, a robotics project has been initiated. This initiative is aimed at developing autonomous machines to assist with liquidation processes, minimizing human intervention and reducing costs. The project is expected to contribute to the economic recovery of the affected parties.

Pappal Easter Message In 32 Languages

Pope's message was multilingual, reflecting the diversity of the global Catholic community. The message was transcribed into 32 languages to ensure inclusivity and accessibility for all believers. This approach underscores the Pope's commitment to unity and understanding among people of different cultures.

Koch Lashes Out At Strike

Mr. Koch has issued a strong condemnation of the strike, expressing concern about the impact on the economy and the consequences for workers. He has called for a resolution that prioritizes stability and productivity. The situation has escalated, prompting further discussions on labor rights and economic policies.
Compromise

Richard Reeves
Carter's Next Problem: The Convention

Thoughts

Billy Graham
QUESTION: I am in college, and my friends are having a debate on whether people should have children or not. What do you think?

Art Buchwald
All- American No Piece Of Cake

Dayan Says United States 'Too Weak' In Middle East

Lois Davis
New York (UPI) - 'Too Weak' in the Middle East is a term that has been used by many people to describe the United States. It is noteworthy that the United States has long been a strong and powerful nation, but in recent years, it appears that its influence in the Middle East region has diminished. This is partly due to the failure of the United States to take strong and decisive action in the face of escalating tensions in the region. The United States has been accused of being too weak in the face of aggression by its enemies in the Middle East. This has led to a loss of respect and confidence in the United States, which in turn has undermined its ability to lead and influence events in the region. It is hoped that the United States will take strong and decisive action in the future to restore its reputation and regain its position as a leader in the Middle East.
Wright Gives Indication Of Happy Days Ahead

Expos Get Rough Ride From Team

Philadelphia Gets 1-0 Jump On Atlanta

Stadler Breezes To Six-Stroke Victory At GGO
Sports Briefs

Billie Jean, Martina Win

TOKYO (UPI) — Billie Jean King and Martina Navratilova battled for 129 minutes, setting a new record for longest women’s match in Olympic history, before the Czech-American duo beat the French team, 6-4, 6-3, 6-2, in the quarterfinals of the 1980 Games.

Drew Faces South Victory

MOSCOW (UPI) — Drew Peters, driver of the 1979 world record holder in the 500-metre sprint, won the event in the 1980 Games with a time of 50.37 seconds.

Begg Takes Monte Carlo Title

MONTREAL (UPI) — John Begg, the defending champion, won the Monte Carlo Open Tennis Championship in three sets over John McEnroe, 6-2, 6-4, 6-4.

Rose To Be Replaced Soon

NEW YORK (UPI) — Rose Bow, who was scheduled to be replaced by the Chinese, 6-2, 6-1, 6-0.

Curves Roggin's WBA Crown

HUNTSBURG, Ill. (UPI) — WBA lightweight champion Roggin, who turned 40 this year, won a unanimous decision over Victor Ortega, 0-0-0, 0-0-0, 0-0-0.

Brewers, Expos Favored If There’s A 1980 Season

NEW YORK (UPI) — If there is a 1980 season, the Milwaukee Brewers and Montreal Expos are favored to win the National League East.

Today's Sport Parade

With William Richburg, Sports Editor

To Perform Here With Follies

deLeeuw Finding New Goals

By Grover Price

Brisbane, Calif. (UPI) — John deLeeuw will make a stop on the West Coast at the Follies, which is an offshoot of the Broadway hit "Fiddler on the Roof." He will be singing "The Fiddler."
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Marlene Marchener

Stephanie Mills

Teddy Rutherford

Giving Blood Traumatic Experience For Mayor

BY BILL FAY

"It's traumatic," said Mayor John deLeeuw, who shed tears as he gave blood today.

Anthem’s Rockets Found?

Baltimore (UPI) — The Baltimore Orioles have found their "Rockets," the fastest pitcher in the league. Over the weekend, they signed Roger Clemens, the "Rocket," to a three-year deal.

Volker Second Most Influential

Washington, D.C. (UPI) — Volker Schiano, the man in the middle, is the second most influential man in the country, according to a recent poll.

Marathon Gives Illegal Money

New York (UPI) — An illegal marathon was held in New York City today. According to sources, the race was funded by gambling and drug money.
Self-Diagnosis Built Into New Emission Systems

He's Prepared To Die Here

Mortgage Rates Hit New Heights

'teleconferencing' Bridges The Gap

'Pentagon Tax' On The Way Up

Kennedy Family

The Journal, Monday, April 7, 1980
Pennsylvania Is Next Stop In Campaigns

PITTSBURGH (UPI) — A number of presidential candidates will be in Pennsylvania this week as the state begins the campaign for the Pennsylvania primary on May 18.

President Carter’s son, Chip, and Republican candidates George Bush and John Bumpert are due in Pittsburgh Monday.

Sen. Edward Kennedy returns to Pittsburgh Tuesday, and on Wednesday Carter campaign chairman Robert Strauss will also be in the city.

The Democratic candidates will attend a fundraiser Wednesday at the home of steel magnate Henry Clay Frick.

The weekend before the state primary, the Frick mansion served as the site of a convention of the Pennsylvania Democratic State Committee.

The state is considered a key swing state in the November election.

— WASHINGTON (UPI) — Here is UPI’s latest count of delegates to the Republican and Democratic national conventions.

The count is based on binding requirements and closed performances by candidates.

DEMOCRATS:

President Carter — 880
Sen. Edward Kennedy — 657.3
uncommitted — 283.3
uncommitted total — 1,666
Total delegate votes — 5,381

REPUBLICANS:

Ronald Reagan — 607
George Bush — 159
Rep. John Anderson — 66
Phil Crane — 4
uncommitted — 41
Needed to win — 880
Total delegate votes — 2,046

The figures are based on primaries in New Hampshire, Puerto Rico, Minnesota, Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Illinois and South Carolina (Republical only), New York, Connecticut, Kansas, Wisconsin and Louisiana.

The candidates for delegate ballots in the following states were the same as those in the previous report on the Republican side of the party.

The figures include only party ballots on which the states are listed in New York, where independent and state conventions are held.

State by State:

DEMOCRATS:

Iowa Jan. 16 — Carter 31, Kennedy 29
Maine Feb. 19 — Carter 23, Kennedy 13
Massachusetts Jan. 17 — Carter 19, Kennedy 9
Mississippi March 3 — Carter 3, Kennedy 1
Missouri March 10 — Kennedy 9, Carter 1
Minnesota March 5 — Kennedy 7, Carter 8, Kennedy 3
South Carolina (Republican only) March 8 — Carter 34, Kennedy 6, Kennedy 2
Georgia March 12 — Carter 6, Kennedy 1
Florida March 11 — Carter 6, Kennedy 1, no preference
Illinois March 15 — Carter 4, Kennedy 4
Indiana March 31 — Carter 4, Kennedy 4
Maryland March 11 — Carter 3, Kennedy 0, uncommitted
Massachusetts March 14 — Carter 34, Kennedy 6, Kennedy 2
New York March 21 — Carter 34, Kennedy 6, Kennedy 2
Connecticut March 12 — Kennedy 9, Carter 1
Pennsylvania March 21 — Carter 34, Kennedy 6, Kennedy 2
Virginia March 30 — Carter 7, Kennedy 1, uncommitted
Connecticut March 12 — Kennedy 9, Carter 1
Louisiana April 1 — Carter 1, Kennedy 1, uncommitted
Louisiana April 1 — Carter 1, Kennedy 1, uncommitted
Montana April 1 — Carter 4, Kennedy 4
Connecticut March 12 — Kennedy 9, Carter 1

REPUBLICANS:

Arkansas Feb. 16 — Reagan 9, Bush 9, uncommitted 4
Pennsylvania — Reagan 2, Bush 1, uncommitted 4
North Carolina Feb. 17, 12 — Reagan 5, Bush 2, uncommitted 5
North Carolina Feb. 17, 12 — Reagan 6, Bush 2, uncommitted 4
Massachusetts March 8 — Reagan 18, Anderson 18, Reagan 3, uncommitted 2
South Carolina March 4 — Reagan 20, Reagan 21, Reagan 8, uncommitted 3
Michigan March 12 — Reagan 1, Bush 1, uncommitted 1
Minnesota March 8 — Reagan 18, Reagan 18, Bush 3, uncommitted 2
Ohio March 15 — Reagan 6, Anderson 9, Anderson 2, Craven 1, Bush 1, uncommitted 1
New York March 23 — Reagan 3, Bush 1, Anderson 1, uncommitted 1
New York March 23 — Reagan 3, Anderson 1, Bush 1, uncommitted 1
Kentucky March 18 — Reagan 10, Bush 1, Reagan 9
Andersons
Kentucky March 18 — Reagan 10, Anderson 1, Bush 1, uncommitted 1
Kentucky March 18 — Reagan 10, Anderson 1, Bush 1, uncommitted 1

Black Vote Not Wedded To Carter

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Blacks are unhappy with President Carter, and he had better make sure that they are not too unhappy when he puts his well-known black face in front of them in 1980 if he wants to win a second term.

"I don’t think," said a black Democratic leader, "that Carter is in a position to say to blacks, ‘I’m the only one who is going to help you.’ He’s got too much to lose."

"If he doesn’t reach out, then he’s in trouble."

The question is whether Carter can reach out to blacks in the next four years in a way that makes them feel they have been treated as equals by the administration.

"If you don’t reach out, then you’re in trouble," another black official said. "If you don’t reach out, then you’re in trouble."